
- Dr. Benjamin Flusberg

Based out of Atlanta, Georgia, Cox Automotive,
a business unit of Cox Enterprises, is one of the
largest US privately owned companies spanning
across the media, broadband communications
and automotive verticals. With over 34k
employees and yearly revenue of 7.4B, Cox
AutomotiAutomotives’ business units are divided into
five groups. The recognizable brands of Cox
Auto are Autotrader, Kelly Blue Book, and
Manheim Auctions. Through Manheim Auctions,
Cox Auto touches three out of four cars in the US.

About Cox Automotive

• One of the largest US privately owned
 companies spanning across media,
 communications, and automotive
 verticals, Manheim Auctions touches
 three out of four cars in the US.
• Restructuring inefficient manual data
  process for safety compliance and site
 scores
• ServiceNow Workflow Automation
 Platform was chosen for data
 enrichment and mobility functions
• Instantaneous scores and reports
 improve safety compliance and better
  use of resources
• Stakeholders and executives value
 visibility of data and reporting
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Quick Stats

InSource Helps Cox Automotive Automate Core Processes to Improve
Efficiency and Safety Compliance.

Cox Automotive
Workflow
Automation
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The Solution

The Challenge
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Read more case studies in
the resource section of
our website:

Further Information

The integration of the ServiceNow platform was
a catalyst for Cox’s employees to have regular
conversations about safety, as well as shifted
their behaviors to focus on safety compliance.
The solution was able to get the auction involved
in safety compliance at the local level rather than
just the small ASM team. just the small ASM team. 

In addition, the time required to complete
surveys was reduced from one day to 30 minutes,
as well as the time to generate a site score
decreased from 90 days to immediately. 

In less than six months after going live,
InSource’s solution was able to eliminate two
basis points of worbasis points of worker’s comp claims that
averaged 10k per claim, which translates to a
cost avoidance of $2.3M annually.

The solution provided stakeholders
visualization of the process and outcomes, as
well as heightened awareness at the executive
level as they became more engaged in the
incident incident rate in accordance with OSHA
standards.

As a result of InSource’s solutions, Manheim
Auction is looking to add 30 more locations
that will require evaluation as well. With a
total investment of 75k in licensing and services
fees, Manheim Auction has received over
2,000% 2,000% ROI.

The Outcome
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